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ABOUT US

Anonymous Astronauts is a pioneering digital art project
that embarked on its cosmic journey in 2021. Born on the
innovative Songbird network, we’ve since navigated
through the vast expanse of the digital universe, leaving
our mark with multiple successful collections on the XRPL
in 2022.

Our mission transcends the creation of mere digital assets;
we aim to breathe life into our art. With the launch of
Climaax Project, we’re not just crafting images; we’re
sculpting experiences. As vanguards of 3D artistry in the
blockchain realm, we’re committed to offering our
members unparalleled three-dimensional experiences
across a multitude of platforms and blockchains.

The year 2023 was a time of introspection and fortification,
as we focused on building and securing our token lock-up
program amidst a decline in our project’s collections. Yet,
with the dawn of 2024, we embraced change
management, reinforcing our unwavering commitment to
our community. The essence of Anonymous Astronauts
remains unaltered: to deliver exceptional artwork fused
with the finest utilities.

As we continue our odyssey, we stand firm in our promise
to our holders. The future is bright and it’s rendered in
stunning 3D. Join us as we chart a course through the
digital cosmos, where art meets innovation and every
token is a ticket to a new dimension.
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Our multi-chain expansion strategy aims to tap into
diverse markets, leverage technical advantages of different
blockchains, launch innovative NFT collections, reward our
community and ensure sustainable growth. We’ll also seek
collaborations to create unique cross-chain experiences. 

This decision is rooted in several compelling reasons that
align with our vision for the future and the broader NFT
ecosystem:

Embracing Diversity: 
By expanding to multiple blockchains, we aim to tap into
various communities and markets, each with its own
culture and preferences. This allows us to introduce our 3D
art to a broader audience and cater to a wider range of
tastes and interests.

Technological Synergy: 
Different blockchains offer distinct technical advantages.
Our expansion will enable us to utilize these strengths,
such as faster transaction speeds, lower fees, or more
advanced smart contract capabilities, to provide a
seamless experience for our collectors.

Innovative Collections: 
With each new blockchain we venture into, we plan to
launch innovative NFT collections that resonate with the
platform’s unique features and user base. This ensures that
our art remains fresh, relevant and exciting.

MULTI-CHAIN EXPANSION
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Community Rewards: 
A key component of our expansion is the integration of
community rewards. A portion of the profits from new
collections will support our buy-back and burn process,
directly benefiting our token holders and NFT collectors.

Sustainable Growth: 
We’re committed to a responsible expansion that
prioritizes long-term sustainability over short-term gains.
This means carefully selecting blockchains that align with
our values and ensuring that our growth does not
compromise the quality or integrity of our art.

Collaborations and Partnerships: 
To maximize the potential of our multi-chain presence,
we’ll seek collaborations and partnerships with other
projects and artists in the space. These alliances will help
us innovate and create unique cross-chain experiences.

Our multi-chain expansion is more than just a growth
strategy; it’s a commitment to innovation, community
and the boundless potential of digital art. As we
continue to explore new horizons, we invite our
community to join us on this exciting journey.

MULTI-CHAIN EXPANSION
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At Anonymous Astronauts, we’re dedicated to enhancing
value for our community. While the core $AAX Tokenomics
remains steadfast, we’re excited to introduce a dynamic
buy-back and burn process to amplify rewards within
our ecosystem.

As we venture into new territories and expand across
multiple blockchains, a portion of our journey’s profits will
fuel this initiative. Specifically, 5-10% of the total profits
from new collections will be allocated towards the
repurchase of AAX tokens or for sweeping the floors of
existing AA NFT collections.

This strategic maneuver serves a dual purpose:

50% of the acquired AAX/NFTs will be burned,
effectively reducing the total supply and increasing
scarcity.
The remaining 50% will be transferred to the Donation
Wallet, earmarked for community giveaways and
prizes, fostering engagement and excitement.

Moreover, as we launch new collections on the XRPL, they
will be exclusively available through AAX tokens, further
integrating our token into the fabric of our offerings and
ensuring that our members are the first to experience the
new frontiers of digital art.

TOKENOMICS
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AAX Staking
55%

NFT Passive Income
15%

Presale AAX/XRP
10%

5%
5%

5%

5%

TOKENOMICS

$AAX serves as the native token on the XRPL within the
project and operates as a deflationary asset.

The initial total supply of AAX is capped at 1 million tokens.

AAX Circulating Supply

Founders
Team

Contributors

Marketing
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AAX & NFTS UTILITIES

As part of our ongoing commitment to innovation and
community engagement, we are excited to announce the
deployment of new utilities for our NFTs. These utilities are
designed to foster deeper interaction within our
ecosystem and provide our community members with
unique opportunities and experiences.

AAX Burn and Airdrops: 
XRPL holders will benefit from the AAX burn mechanism
plus monthly drops based on their NFTs holdings. 

AAX Staking:
Holders can stake their AAX tokens in our dApp for
different lock periods, earning different yields based on the
length of the lock period. This provides a unique
opportunity for token holders to grow their investment
passively over time.

AAX Presale launch: 
Our AAX tokens are set to go on presale at a later stage,
aligning with our strategic Time To Market approach. 

AAX Auctions & New Collections: 
AAX tokens facilitate the auction and the purchase of new
NFT collections on the XRPL. By holding AAX tokens, users
gain the exclusive opportunity to participate in auctions,
bidding on unique digital assets using their tokens, and
buying new NFTs release (Avatars, etc...).
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AAX & NFTS UTILITIES

Merch store: 
In the future, as AAX liquidity increases in the market,
users will have the opportunity to purchase a wide range
of merchandise, offering a seamless and integrated
shopping experience. 

Staking and Delegation Rewards: 
We will allocate a percentage of the income from chains
that allow staking and delegating back to the NFT holders
of that chain (such as Flare, Songbird and others yet to be
selected). This means that everyone benefits, regardless of
the chain they hold NFTs from. 

Metaverse Experiences: 
As we mature in our metaverse investments,
xSPECTARverse will be the first metaverse we integrate
with. Get ready to immerse yourself in diverse worlds
where socializing, gaming, music, fashion and visual arts
converge through our innovative designs. 

Gaming:
Specific NFT collections will unlock a new dimension of
engagement by providing access to immersive gaming
experiences. AASGB NFTS will gain access to Kings of
Rings game on Polygon network. 
New collections will enable players to participate in 'play to
earn' games like blackjack, among others, as well as
additional unrevealed games.
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ROADMAP

Q1  2024

Gaming Partnership
Metaverse Partnership

Q2 2024

Launch Astro Jack NFT
gaming collection on Songbird
xSPECTARverse Beta testing

Q2+ 2024

Launch collections on
Flare & other chains
Avatars release
AAX presale

The milestones outlined in this roadmap are our current
objectives and goals. However, they are subject to change
based on a variety of factors, including but not limited to,
changes in business strategy, market conditions or
technological advancements.
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Website: 
https://climaax.club/aa-art

X: 
https://twitter.com/AnonymousRealx

Discord: 
https://discord.gg/eR84ZpB6ME

Sologenic Dex AAX/XRP: 
https://sologenic.org/trade?
market=AAX%2Br4xyzqvcJFk9Vghfvmp9dX1LUdesN43F5H
%2FXRP&networbk=mainnet

Xaman Dex AAX/XRP:
https://xumm.app/detect/xapp:xumm.dex

AAX Staking: 
https://anonymousnfts.space/

AAX Trustline:
https://xrpl.services/?
issuer=r3vygC9kK2fhL9BozfVwrbTqLQ3joCJxoA&currency=
AAX&limit=1000000

OFFICIAL LINKS
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